
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 @ Kumamoto Sta. (Get-in) 

@ Kumamoto Sakuramachi BT (Get-in) 

 @ Aso Kumamoto Airport (Get-in)  

 @ Takachiho Bus Center (Get-off) 

Takachiho Gorge: 

Visitors say, this place is truly blessed by nature.  

This power spot was formed by pyroclastic flows during Mt Aso Volcano's 

explosion. Ride a boat and enjoy the beauty of nature with your hubby.       

Boat fee 2000 Yen / 30 min 

              1 hour is enough to visit around it. 

Take Takachiho-go Express Bus from 

Kumamoto City; Travel-time around 3 hrs.  

Takachiho Gorge Footpath: 

Take a scroll down around 1 km footpath.  

During excursion, you can feel the nature and its beauty with water and 

birds chirping.  

Be careful to sleep down during rain and   

             20–30 min is enough to visit around it. 

Takachiho Shrine: 

There are around 88 shrines in this area but this is the main shrine and  

deities of all other 88 shrines.   

It is worshiped for the life-partner and ritual purpose. So, many couples visit  

Here for their livelihood. 

20–30 min is enough to visit around it.  

Travel Takachiho City  

1 Day Tour: Model Course 



  Take taxi from Takachiho Bus Center  

Amanoiwato Shrine: 

 This holy rock cave known for the “the sun of Goddess”.  

It is said that 8,000,000 gods gathered here to discuss opening the rock 

door. There is a faith that whishes come true if you pray here.  

20–30 min is enough to visit around it.  

   

@ Takachiho Bus Center (Get-in) 

@ Aso Kumamoto Airport (Get-off) 

 @ Kumamoto Sakuramachi BT (Get-off) 

 @ Kumamoto Sta. (Get-off) 

 

Back to Takachiho Bus Center.  

10-12 mins walking distance   

 City; around 3 hrs. 

End 

😊 Have a nice Journey 😊 

 

Lunch: 

There are limited restaurants nearby Takachiho Gorge. 

Well, the most popular foods are Nagashi Soumen & Chicken Nanban 

Vegetarian: Try Nagashi Soumen (a kind of noodles made by wheat flour) 

Non-vegetarian: Try Chicken Nanban (a deep-fried chicken marinated with vinegar) 

Takachiho Amaterasu Train: 

      Enjoy 30 mins incredible view from 105 meters high. 

The train stops in the middle of the bridge for 5-10 mins, so stand and 

shoot some memories.  

   

  40-50 minutes are enough to visit around it.   

 

Walk from for Takachiho Bus Center.  

10-12 mins far  


